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We show that the extension property for pure states of a C*-subalgebra B of a
C*-algebra A leads to the existence of a projection of norm one R: A  B in the
case where B is liminal with Hausdorff primitive ideal space. Furthermore, R is
given by a ‘‘Dixmier process’’ in which the averaging is effected by a group of unitary
elements in the centre of the multiplier algebra M(B). These results generalize earlier
work of J. Anderson and the author for the case when B is a masa of A. Various
applications are given in the context of inductive limit algebras such as AF algebras
and, more generally, Kumjian’s ultraliminary C*-algebras.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
A C*-algebra B is said to have the extension property relative to a
containing C*-algebra A if (i) every , # P(B) (the set of pure states of B)
has a unique pure state extension , # P(A) and (ii) no pure state of A
annihilates B. When these conditions hold, a simple and well-known
application of the KreinMilman theorem shows that , is the only state of
A which extends ,, and that no state of A annihilates B. This situation has
been studied in the particular case where B is a maximal abelian self-
adjoint subalgebra (masa) of A (see, for example, [25, 8, 30, 36]) and has
also been studied more widely [22, 29]. In particular, a masa B has the
extension property relative to A if and only if there exists a projection of
norm one R: A  B such that, for every a # A,
[R(a)]=B & co[uau*: u # U(B)], (1)
where U(B) is the unitary group of B and co denotes the norm-closure of
the convex hull.
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In Section 2 we consider a more general situation in which A contains a
liminal C*-algebra B, with Hausdorff primitive ideal space Prim(B), such
that B has the extension property relative to A. This is a fairly common
occurrence: for example, if A is an AF (approximately finite dimensional)
C*-algebra or a BunceDeddens algebra then it is the inductive limit of a
sequence of such subalgebras B [34]. Our first main result shows that
there is again a projection of norm one R: A  B (Theorem 2.2). This result
is sharp in the sense that R may fail to exist if Prim(B) is not Hausdorff.
Secondly, we show that R is given by a ‘‘Dixmier process’’ similar to (1),
where U(B) is replaced by a group of unitary operators in the centre of the
multiplier algebra M(B) (Theorem 2.3).
The proof of the existence of R has three important ingredients: firstly
the fact that B** is an injective von Neumann algebra, secondly that B is
a continuous field of C*-algebras over Prim(B), and thirdly that elements
of P(B) (the weak*-closure of P(B)) have unique extension in QS(A) (the
quasi-state space of A). If B is a continuous trace C*-algebra then Glimm’s
theorem [28, Theorem 5] shows that P(B) consists of multiple of pure
states of B and so the unique extension to QS(A) can be easily obtained.
However, with our weaker assumptions on B, we know only that P(B)
consists of multiples of factorial states of B [6, Theorem 5.2]. For the
uniqueness of extension to QS(A), we then require the remarkable recent
result of Bunce and Chu [22, Theorem 2.8] that if a C*-algebra B has the
extension property relative to A then every type I factorial state of B has
a unique extension in the state space S(A). The proof that the conditional
expectation R is also given by a unitary averaging process is based on the
MarkovKakutani fixed point theorem (cf. [8, Theorem 2.4]) but requires
a second application of the BunceChu theorem.
The remainder of Section 2 deals with some further properties of the
projection R and some consequences. For example, in Corollary 2.8 we
obtain a ‘‘double commutant theorem’’: if B is unital then Bcc=B (where
the relative commutants are taken in A).
These results are applied in Section 3 to (unital) ultraliminary C*-algebras
(a C*-algebra A is ultraliminary [34] if A= An where (An)n1 is an
increasing sequence of C*-subalgebras with continuous trace and A1 has
the extension property relative to A). Kumjian has shown in the separable
case that there is a projection of norm one Rn : A  An (n1) and that
Accn =An [33, 9 6]. These facts follow easily from the results of Section 2
(without any separability assumptions) and, furthermore, we show that Rn
is faithful (as a positive map) and that
Rn(a) # co[uau*: u # U(A1)] (a # A).
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This last property of the projections Rn has structural implications for A
(Theorem 3.5): if A1 DA then the C*-algebra D is necessarily nuclear.
(Note that although A itself is clearly nuclear, it necessarily contains non-
nuclear subalgebras unless it is a type I C*-algebra [16]). Furthermore, by
using results of Bratteli and Elliott [19, 20] we are able to show that if D
is separable and A1 is AF then D is also AF. This generalizes an earlier
result of Kumjian and the author [9] for the case where A is a UHF
algebra. In particular, if A is separable and A1 is AF then A is AF. On a
different theme, if the (possibly inseparable) ultraliminary C*-algebra A
separates the pure states of a containing C*-algebra C then Theorem 2.2
yields projections of norm one C  An (n1) and so we can apply John
Bunce’s StoneWeierstrass Theorem to obtain that A=C (Proposition 3.6).
In Section 4 we examine the relation between the extension property and
the recently developed theory of upper and lower multiplicity for irreducible
representations. If , # P(B) then the GNS representation ?, is irreducible and
the multiplicity numbers MU (?,), ML(?,), MU (?, , 0), and ML(?, , 0)
(where 0 is a net in the spectrum B of B) may be viewed in several ways
(see [7, 11] for definitions). On the one hand, they arise as multiplicity
numbers in trace formulae, thereby measuring the degree of failure of the
‘‘continuous trace’’ property; on the other hand, they count the number of
nets of pairwise orthogonal equivalent pure states which can simultaneously
converge to ,. We show, in particular, that if B has the extension property
relative to A then MU (?,)MU (?, ). Furthermore, by using a result from
Section 3, we show that if the algebra A is also liminal then ML(?,)
ML(?, ).
2. THE EXTENSION PROPERTY AND PROJECTIONS OF
NORM ONE
We begin with the following well-known observation: a C*-algebra B
contains an approximate identity for a containing C*-algebra A if and only
if no (pure) state of A annihilates B (see the proof of [1, Lemma 2.32]).
Lemma 2.1. Let B be a liminal C*-algebra with Hausdorff primitive
ideal space and suppose that B has the extension property relative to a
containing C*-algebra A. Then every , # P(B) _ [0] has a unique extension
, # QS(A) and the mapping P(B) _ [0]  QS(A) given by ,  , is weak*-
continuous.
Proof. Let , # P(B) _ [0]. By [6, Theorem 5.2], ,=* where * # [0, 1]
and  is a (necessarily type I) factorial state of B. Since B has the extension
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property relative to A,  has a unique extension  in S(A) [22, Theorem 2.8].
Hence , has unique extension , =* in QS(A) (even if *=0) because B
contains an approximate identity for A. Since QS(A) is compact, the
mapping ,  , is continuous (see [1, p. 20] or [23, Lemma 1]). K
It is well-known that if a C*-algebra B has the extension property
relative to a containing C*-algebra A then there can be at most one projec-
tion of norm one from A onto B. Indeed, if R and S are two such projec-
tions and , # P(B) then , b R=, b S by uniqueness. Hence, for a # A,
,(R(a))=,(S(a)) for all , # P(B) and so R(a)=S(a). This deals with the
uniqueness part of the next result.
Theorem 2.2. Let B be a liminal C*-algebra with Hausdorff primitive
ideal space and suppose that B has the extension property relative to a
containing C*-algebra A. Then there is a unique projection of norm one from
A onto B.
Proof. We shall regard B** as a subalgebra of A** in the canonical
way. Then B** contains the identity of A** since B contains an
approximate identity for A. By [27, Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 5.10],
there exists a projection of norm one Q from A** onto the type I von
Neumann subalgebra B**. For , # P(B) _ [0] let , be the normal exten-
sion to B** and let , be the unique extension of , to A (see Lemma 2.1).
By uniqueness,
, (a)=, (Q(a)) (a # A). (1)
Let a # A. We aim to show that zBQ(a) # zBB, where zB is the central
projection supporting the atomic part of B**. By linearity, we may suppose
that a0 and hence that c :=Q(a)0.
Let ? be an irreducible representation of B over a Hilbert space H? and
let ?~ be the normal extension to B**. Suppose that ?~ (c) is not compact.
Then there exists an infinite dimensional spectral projection E and *>0
such that ?~ (c)*E. Let (!n) be an orthonormal sequence in E(H?) and let
,n=(?( } ) !n , !n) # P(B).
Since ?(B)=LC(H?), ,n  0 in B* and so ,n  0 in A* by Lemma 2.1. It
follows from (1) that
0=lim , n(c)=lim (?~ (c) !n , !n)*,
a contradiction. Thus ?~ (c) is compact and so there exists b? # B+ such that
?~ (c)=?(b?).
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We define an operator field x on Prim(B) as follows. Let P # Prim(B)
and let ? be an irreducible representation of B such that ker ?=P. Let
x(P)=b?+P # BP where b? is as above. To see that x(P) is well-defined,
suppose that _ is an irreducible representation of B such that ker _=P and
that b_ # B+ satisfies _~ (c)=_(b_). Since ? and _ are unitarily equivalent
[24, 4.3.7], there exists a unitary operator U from H_ onto H? such that
U*?(b) U=_(b) (b # B)
and hence, since c # B**, U*?~ (c) U=_~ (c). Thus
_(b_)=U*?(b?) U=_(b?)
and b_&b? # P as required.
We show next that the function P  &x(P)& vanishes at infinity on
Prim(B). Suppose, towards a contradiction, that there exists =>0 such that
for each compact subset K of Prim(B) there exists PK # Prim(B)"K satisfy-
ing &x(PK)&=. For each such K, let ?K be an irreducible representation
of B with ker ?K=PK . Then
&?~ K (c)&=&x(PK)&=
and so, since the positive operator ?~ K (c) is compact, there exists a unit
vector !K # H?K such that (?~ K (c) !K , !K) =. Let
\K=(?K ( } ) !K , !K) # P(B).
Then, using [24, 3.3.7], we have that \K  0 in B* (where the compact
subsets of Prim(B) are directed by inclusion). By Lemma 2.1, \K  0 in A*





(?~ K (c) !K , !K)=,
a contradiction.
The next step is to show that the operator field x is continuous relative
to the algebra of operator fields on Prim(B) determined by B. Let P #
Prim(B) and =>0. Let ? be an irreducible representation of B with
ker ?=P and recall that x(P)=b?+P where b? # B+ satisfies ?~ (c)=?(b?).
It suffices to show that there exists a neighbourhood U of P in Prim(B)
such that
&x(P$)&(b?+P$)&<= (P$ # U).
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Suppose that such a U does not exist. Then there exists a net (P:) in
Prim(B), convergent to P, such that for all :
|x(P:)&(b?+P:)&=.
For each :, let ?: be an irreducible representation of B with kernel P: .
Then &?~ :(c&b?)&=. Since ?~ :(c&b?) is compact and self-adjoint there
exists a unit vector !: # H?: such that
|(?~ :(c&b?) !: , !:) |=. (2)
Let ,:=(?:( } ) !: , !:) # P(B).
By the compactness of QS(B), we may assume, by passing to a subnet
if necessary, that (,:) is convergent to some , # P(B). By Lemma 2.1,
,:  , in A* and so it follows from (1) (applied to a&b?) that
, :(c&b?)  , (c&b?). (3)
It follows from (2) and (3) that ,{0. By [6, Theorem 5.2], ,=*\ where
* # (0, 1] and \ is a (necessarily type I) factorial state of B.
Since \ is factorial and B is liminal, ker ?\ # Prim(B) [31, 7.4]. Further-
more, since ,:  *\ and *>0, a routine argument shows that
P:=ker ?,:  ker ?\
in the Hausdorff space Prim(B). Thus ker ?\=P and so, since ?(B) is the
algebra of compact linear operators on H? , \=i +i (?( } ) ’i , ’i) where




+i (?~ ( } ) ’i , ’i)
and so (2) and (3) yield that
=lim |, :(c&b?)|=|, (c&b?)|=0,
a contradiction.
Since the full algebra of operator fields on Prim(B) determined by B is
maximal, there exists b # B such that
x(P)=b+P (P # Prim(B)).
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For every irreducible representation ? of B,
?~ (c)=?(b?)=?(b)
and so zBc=zBb # zBB, as required.
In summary, we have shown that if a # A then zBQ(a) # zBB. Let % be the
inverse of the *-isomorphism b  zBb of B onto zBB and define
R(a)=%(zBQ(a)) a # A.
Then R: A  B is a projection of norm one. K
Theorem 2.2 does not remain true if the Hausdorff condition is deleted.
This has been observed by Bunce and Chu [22, 9 2] by taking B to be the
imperfect liminal C*-algebra of [1, Proposition 3.14] and A to be the
‘‘perfection’’ Bc of B. A more elementary counterexample may be given by
taking A=C([0, 1], M2) and B=[ f # A: f (1) is diagonal] (so that B is in
fact perfect by [1, Theorem 3.9]). Since each pure state of the diagonal
subalgebra of M2 has a unique extension in P(M2), B has the extension
property relative to A. If R: A  B is a projection of norm one, f # A and
0t<1 then, choosing g # B with g(t)=1 and g(1)=0, we have fg=
R( fg)=R( f ) g by the module property [38, III.3.4(ii)] and hence R( f )(t)
= f (t). Thus no such R can exist.
As observed in Section 1, if a masa B has the extension property relative
to a containing C*-algebra A then the unique projection of norm one
R: A  B is related to a ‘‘Dixmier process’’ using the unitary elements in B
[4, 5, 8]. We shall use the MarkovKakutani fixed point theorem to show
that the projection R of Theorem 2.2 is given by a similar averaging
process using unitaries from the centre of the multiplier algebra M(B) of B.
Suppose that B is a C*-algebra having the extension property relative
to a containing C*-algebra A. We shall use the (compatible) canonical
inclusions AA** and BB**A**. Since B contains an approximate
identity for A, the multiplier algebras satisfy M(B)M(A) and the identity
1 of A** lies in B**. By the DaunsHofmann theorem there is a *-iso-
morphism 8 from Cb(Prim(B)) onto ZM(B), the centre of M(B), such that
(8( f ) x)+P= f (P)(x+P) ( f # Cb(Prim(B)), P # Prim(B), x # B).
We define Z=8(C0(Prim(B)))+C1, a unital C*-subalgebra of ZM(B).
Note that if B (and hence A) is unital, then Prim(B) is compact and Z is
precisely the centre of B. Let U(Z) be the unitary group of Z.
Theorem 2.3. Let B be a liminal C*-algebra with Hausdorff primitive
ideal space and suppose that B has the extension property relative to a
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containing C*-algebra A. Then the unique projection of norm one R: A  B
satisfies
[R(a)]=B & co[uau*: u # U(Z)] (a # A)
(where co denotes norm-closed convex hull ).
We need to establish three lemmas before giving the proof of
Theorem 2.3. Henceforth, if , # B* we shall use the same symbol , (rather
than , ) for the unique normal extension to B**. Similarly, any  # A* acts
as a normal functional on A**. Note that if =, b R # A* then, as a
normal functional on A**, =, b R**.
We define
QZ(A)=[ # QS(A): (az)=(za) for all a # A, z # Z],
a convex subset of QS(A). Since ZM(A), QZ(A) is weak*-closed and
hence weak*-compact.
Lemma 2.4. eQZ(A)=[, b R: , # P(B)] _ [0].
Proof. Clearly 0 # eQZ(A), so let , # P(B) and write =, b R. As , is
pure on B, it is pure on M(B) and hence multiplicative on ZM(B). Thus
|Z is multiplicative and so
(az)=(a) (z)=(za) (a # A, z # Z)
(see [30, p. 389] and [4, p. 304]). Hence
 # QZ(A) & P(A)eQZ(A).
Now let  be an arbitrary nonzero element of e QZ(A). Let z # Z and
suppose that 0z1. If (z)=0 then, for each a # A,
|(az)|=|(az12z12)|(aza*) (z)=0.
Hence (az)=(a) (z) and this conclusion can be reached by a similar
argument in the case where (1&z)=0 (note that (1)=1). If neither
(z) nor (1&z) is zero then
=(z) 1+(1&z) 2
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where 1(a)=(az)((z))&1 and 2(a)=(a&az)((1&z))&1 for a # A.
Since  # QZ(A) and Z is an abelian subalgebra of M(A), 1 , 2 # QZ(A).
Hence 1=2= and so (az)=(a) (z) for a # A in this case too. By
linearity and continuity, (az)=(a) (z) whenever z # Z and a # A**,
and so |Z # P(Z).
Let ,=|B # S(B). Then, regarding , as a normal functional on B**,
we have that , b 8 restricts to a multiplicative linear functional on
C0(Prim(B)). Suppose that this latter functional is zero. Let b # B and =>0.
In view of [24, 3.3.7], we may find f # C0(Prim(B)) such that &b&8( f ) b&<=.
Then
=>|,(b)&,(8( f ) b)|
=|,(b)&,(8( f )) ,(b)|
=|,(b)|.
Hence ,=0, contradicting the fact that no state of A annihilates B.
It follows that there exists P # Prim(B) such that ,(8( f ))= f (P) for all
f # C0(Prim(B)). Let b # P and =>0. Since Prim(B) is Hausdorff, there
exists an open neighbourhood V of P in Prim(B) such that
&b+P$&<= (P$ # V).
Choose f # C0(Prim(B)) such that 0 f1, f (P)=1 and supp( f )V.
Then
|,(b)|=|,(b) ,(8( f ))|
=|,(b8( f ))|
&b8( f )&
=sup [ | f (P$)| &b+P$&: P$ # Prim(B)]
=.
Hence ,(P)=[0]. Since every state of the elementary C*-algebra BP is
factorial (of type I ), , is a type I factorial state of B. Since B has the exten-
sion property relative to A, it follows from [22, Theorem 2.8] that there is
a unique state of A which extends ,. Thus =, b R.
Since , is a type I factorial state of B, there exists a sequence (*i) i1 of
non-negative numbers with sum 1 and a sequence (,i) i1 of equivalent
pure states of B such that ,=i *i ,i (see, for example, [15, Proposi-
tion 2.1]). Hence =i *i (,i b R) where, by the first part of the proof,
,i b R # QZ(A) for i1. Since  is an extreme point of QZ(A), the convex
combination for  is trivial and so , # P(B). K
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Lemma 2.5. The restriction map r: QZ(A)  QS(B) is an affine homeo-
morphism ( for the weak*-topologies) and
r&1(,)=, b R (, # QS(B)).
In particular,
QZ(A)=[, b R: , # QS(B)].
Proof. Clearly r is affine and continuous. By Lemma 2.4
=r() b R (4)
for all  # e QZ(A). By the KreinMilman theorem, (4) holds for all
 # QZ(A). Hence r is injective. The image of r is a compact, convex subset
of QS(B) and contains eQS(B) by Lemma 2.4. Thus r is surjective by the
KreinMilman theorem. It follows from (4) that r&1(,)=, b R (, # QS(B))
and hence r&1 is continuous. K
Let [Z, A]=[za&az: z # Z, a # A], a subset of A since ZM(A).
Lemma 2.6. For each x # A,
x&R(x) # span[Z, A]
where span denotes the norm-closed linear span.
Proof. Suppose that there exists x # A such that
x&R(x)  span[Z, A].
By the HahnBanach Theorem, there exists  # A* such that (x&R(x))
{0 and
(az)=(za) (a # A, z # Z),
and without loss of generality we may assume that =*. Since (uau*)
=(a) for a # A and u # U(Z), an obvious variant of the argument for
traces [26, p. 24] shows that + and & are multiples of elements of
QZ(A). By Lemma 2.5, +(x)=+(R(x)) and &(x)=&(R(x)), contra-
dicting the fact that (x&R(x)){0. K
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Suppose that x # A and
R(x)  co[uxu*: u # U(Z)].
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By [25, V.2.10], there exists \ # A* and * # R such that
Re \(R(x))>*Re \(uxu*) (u # U(Z)). (5)
For  # A* and u # U(Z) we define u # A* by u(a)=(uau*) (a # A).
For u # U(Z) we define a weak*-continuous linear mapping Tu : A*  A*
by Tu()=u ( # A*).
Let K be the weak*-closure of the convex hull of the set [\u : u # U(Z)],
a compact convex subset of A*. Since Tu(K)K for each u # U(Z), and
[Tu : u # U(Z)] is a commuting family of maps, it follows from the
MarkovKakutani fixed point theorem [25, p. 453] that there exists  # K
such that u= for all u # U(Z). Hence by Lemma 2.6, (x)=(R(x)).
Since  # K, it follows from (5) that Re (x)*. On the other hand,
since R(x) # B,
\u(R(x))=\(uR(x) u*)=\(R(x)) (u # U(Z))
and so (R(x))=\(R(x)). Combining these facts, we obtain that
*Re (x)=Re (R(x))=Re \(R(x))>*,
a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that a # A and that
b # B & co[uau*: u # U(Z)].
Since R**: A**  B** is a projection of norm one,
R(uau*)=uR(a) u*=R(a) (u # U(Z)).
Hence, by linearity and continuity, b=R(b)=R(a). K
In the converse direction we have the following result, which shows that
an appropriate form of unitary averaging forces the extension property.
One might think it unlikely that a situation would arise in which the
averaging was known prior to the extension property. However, this is
exactly what occurred in the case of the transformation group C*-algebra
A arising from a minimal homeomorphism on a compact Hausdorff space
X. Power [35] used Rohlin’s stack theorem to show that elements of A can
be averaged into C(X) (and hence that A is simple). Only later [8, 14] was
it observed that a short covariance argument shows directly that C(X) has
the extension property in A, from which the averaging process follows by
the general result of [4, 5].
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Proposition 2.7. Let A be a C*-algebra and let B be a C*-subalgebra
containing an approximate identity for A. Suppose that, for every a # A,
B & co[uau*: u # U(ZM(B))] (6)
is non-empty. Then B has the extension property relative to A and there is
a projection of norm one R: A  B such that, for every a # A,
[R(a)]=B & co[uau*: u # U(ZM(B))].
Proof. Let , # P(B) and suppose that  # P(A) extends , (recall that at
least one such  exists). Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we obtain
that the restriction of  to ZM(B) is multiplicative and hence, for a # A
and u # U(ZM(B)),
(uau*)=(u) (a) (u*)=(a) ,(1B**)=(a).
Let a # A and suppose that
b1 , b2 # B & co[uau*: u # U(ZM(B))].
Then ,(b1)=(a)=,(b2). Thus  is uniquely determined by ,, and by
varying , we see that b1=b2 . Thus the intersection in (6) is a singleton
which we can write as [R(a)]. Since , b R=, , b R is linear. But , is
arbitrary and hence R is linear. Clearly, R is contractive and R(b)=b for
all b # B.
So far we have not used the hypothesis that B contains an approximate
identity for A. This ensures that no pure state of A annihilates B. K
The next result gives a ‘‘double commutant theorem’’ for B in the setting
of Theorem 2.3.
Corollary 2.8. Suppose that B is a unital liminal C*-algebra with
Hausdorff primitive ideal space and that B has the extension property
relative to a containing C*-algebra A. Then Bcc=B, where the commutants
are taken relative to A.
Proof. Since B has the extension property relative to A, Bc=Z (the
centre of B) by [22, Theorem 3.3]. Alternatively, in our special case, we
could apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain this equality. Finally, Zc=B by
Theorem 2.3. K
We can also see from Theorem 2.3 that, since ZM(A), R(J)J for
every closed two-sided ideal of A. However, the following more general
result is available.
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Proposition 2.9. Let B be a C*-algebra having the extension property
relative to a containing C*-algebra A, and suppose that there exists a
(necessarily unique) projection of norm one R: A  B. Then R(J)=B & J for
every closed two-sided ideal of A.
Proof. Suppose that J is a closed two-sided ideal of A. Let 8: (B+J)J
 B(B & J) be the canonical isomorphism, and let q1 : B+J  (B+J)J
and q2 : B  B(B & J) be the quotient maps. Let , # P(B(B & J)). Then
, b q2 # P(B) and , b q2 b R is the unique extension in S(A). Also, , b 8 b q1 #
P(B+J) and therefore has an extension  in P(A) (there is a similar step
in the proof of [14, Proposition 3.5]).
Since q2=(8 b q1)|B , |B=, b q2 and so =, b q2 b R by uniqueness.
Thus (, b q2 b R)(J)=[0]. Since , was arbitrary, q2(R(J))=[0] and so
R(J)B & J. K
The next results concern the possible faithfulness of projections of norm
one associated with the extension property. Although we consider here a
restricted situation in which the containing C*-algebra is liminal, we shall
be able to apply this in certain inductive limits in Section 3. For a Hilbert
space H, let L(H) be the algebra of bounded linear operators and LC(H)
the ideal of compact operators.
Proposition 2.10. Let A be a liminal C*-algebra and suppose that B is
a C*-subalgebra having the extension property relative to A. Suppose that
there exists a (necessarily unique) projection of norm one R: A  B. Then R
is faithful (as a positive map).
Proof. Let ? # A . By [8, Lemma 3.1], ?(B) has the extension property
relative to LC(H?) and so every minimal projection in ?(B) has rank one.
Combining this fact with the structure theorem for C*-algebras of compact
operators [13, Theorem 1.4.5], we obtain that there exists a family [E:] of
mutually orthogonal projections in L(H?) with sum 1 such that
?(B)=[T # LC(H?): TE:=E:T for all :].
We define a projection of norm one R? : LC(H?)  ?(B) by
R?(T)=:
:
E: TE: (T # LC(H?)),
where the unordered sum is norm-convergent since T is compact. By
Proposition 2.9, the mapping ?(a)  ?(R(a)) (a # A) is a well-defined
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projection of norm one from ?(A) onto ?(B) and hence is equal to R? by
uniqueness. Thus R? b ?=? b R.
Let a # A+ and suppose that R(a)=0. Then R?(?(a))=0 and hence
Tr(?(a))=0. Thus ?(a)=0. Since ? was arbitrary, a=0. K
Corollary 2.11. Let A be a liminal C*-algebra and let B be a
C*-subalgebra with Hausdorff primitive ideal space. Suppose that B has the
extension property relative to A. Then there exists a (unique) projection of
norm one R: A  B and R is faithful.
Proof. Since B is liminal [24, 4.2.4], the result follows from Theorem
2.2 and Proposition 2.10. K
3. ULTRALIMINARY C*-ALGEBRAS
The next three results will be relevant to considering inclusions of sub-
algebras of an ultraliminary C*-algebra. The first two are known to experts
(at least in the case where B is a masa) but do not seem to be available
in the literature. The first was shown to me by F. W. Shultz and the second
by A. Kumjian, and I am grateful to them for sharing their insights with me.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that A is a liminal C*-algebra and that B is a
C*-subalgebra having the extension property relative to A. Let , # P(A).
Then there exists  # P(A) such that |B # P(B) and  is equivalent to ,.
Proof. Let ? be the GNS representation associated with ,. As in the
proof of Proposition 2.10, there exists a family [E:] of mutually
orthogonal projections in L(H?) with sum 1 such that
?(B)=[T # LC(H?): TE:=E:T for all :].
Let ! be a unit vector in H? such that E:!=! for some :. Then letting
=(?( } ) !, !) , we see that  has the required properties. K
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that A is a liminal C*-subalgebra of a
C*-algebra A0 and that B is a C*-subalgebra of A. Suppose that B has the
extension property relative to A0 . Then A has the extension property relative
to A0 .
Proof. Let , # P(A) and let  be as in Lemma 3.1. Since |B # P(B),
 has unique state extension to A0 . But =,(u } u*) for some unitary
element u in A (or A+C1) and so , too has unique state extension to A0 .
Finally, if \ # S(A0) then [0]{\(B)\(A). K
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The next result overlaps with [22, Proposition 4.1].
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that A is a liminal C*-algebra and that B is
a C*-subalgebra having the extension property relative to A. Then there is a
continuous, open, surjection 8: Prim(B)  Prim(A) such that
8(ker ?,)=ker ?, (, # P(B)) (1)
(where , # P(A) is the unique extension of ,). Furthermore, if A is separable
and B is an AF C*-algebra then A is also AF.
Proof. Suppose that ,,  # P(B) and ker ?,=ker ? . Since B is liminal,
, and  are equivalent and so there exists a unitary element u in B (or
B+C1) such that =,(u } u*). By uniqueness,  =, (u } u*) and so 8 is
well-defined by Eq. (1) (cf. [22, Proposition 4.1]). The surjectivity of 8
follows from Lemma 3.1.




where the extension map e is a homeomorphism of P(B) into P(A) and qB
and qA (the canonical mappings) are continuous, open surjections. As
observed in [22], the continuity of 8 is now immediate.
For the openness of 8, let U be an open subset of Prim(B) and let J be
the closed two-sided ideal of B such that
U=[P # Prim(B): P$3 J].
We shall show that
8(U)=[Q # Prim(A): Q$3 J0], (2)
where J0 is the closed two-sided ideal of A generated by J. Suppose that
P # U and that P=ker ?, for some , # P(B). Then 8(P)=ker ?, . Since
?,(J){[0] and ?, is unitarily equivalent to a subrepresentation of ?, |B ,
?, (J){[0]. Hence 8(P)$3 J0 .
Conversely, suppose that Q # Prim(A) and Q$3 J0 . Let ? be an
irreducible representation of A such that Q=ker ?. As in the proof of
Proposition 2.10, there exists in L(H?) a family [E:] of mutually orthog-
onal projections with sum 1 such that
?(B)=[T # LC(H?): TE:=E:T for all :].
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Since ?(J){[0], there exists : such that ?(J) E: {[0]. Hence there exists
x # J and a unit vector ! in H? such that E:!=! and ?(x) !{0. We define
,(b)=(?(b) !, !) for b # B. Then , # P(B), ,(x*x){0 and hence
ker ?, # U. By uniqueness, , =(?( } ) !, !) and hence 8(ker ?,)=Q. This
establishes (2) and so 8(U) is open in Prim(A), as required.
Finally, suppose that A is separable and that B is AF. Then Prim(B)
has a basis of compact, open sets (see [20, p. 74 and p. 76]). Since 8 is a
continuous, open surjection, Prim(A) also has a basis of compact, open
sets. Hence A is an AF C*-algebra [20, Section 7]. K
The next result extends [33, Proposition 6.15] to the possibly inseparable
case and provides some further properties of the conditional expectations.
Theorem 3.4. Let A= An be a unital ultraliminary C*-algebra, where
(An)n1 is an increasing sequence of C*-subalgebras with continuous trace
and A1 has the extension property relative to A. Then, for each n1, there
is a unique projection of norm one Rn : A  An and (An)cc=An (where the
commutants are taken relative to A). Moreover, Rn is faithful and
Rn(a) # co[uau*: u # U(A1)] (a # A). (3)
Also, for each a # A, &a&Rn(a)&  0 as n  .
Proof. Since A1 has the extension property, it contains the identity of
A. Let n1. By Corollary 3.2, An has the extension property relative to A.
By Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 and Corollary 2.8, there is a unique projection of
norm one Rn : A  An ,
Rn(a) # co[uau*: u # Un] (a # A)
(where Un is the unitary group of the centre of An) and (An)cc=An . Taking
n=1 and a # Uk (k1), we see that R1(a) # [a] and hence Uk A1 . Thus
(3) holds.
Since A= An , a routine argument shows that &a&Rn(a)&  0 as
n   for each a # A. Finally, suppose that n1, a # A+ and Rn(a)=0.
For m>n, Rn=Rn b Rm by uniqueness and so Rn(Rm(a))=0. But Rn | Am is
faithful by Proposition 2.10 and so Rm(a)=0. Hence a=limm Rm(a)=0. K
The next result constrains the structure of algebras which interpolate
between A1 and A. It generalizes [9, Theorem 3].
Theorem 3.5. Let A= An be a unital ultraliminary C*-algebra, where
(An)n1 is an increasing sequence of C*-subalgebras with continuous trace
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and A1 has the extension property relative to A. Suppose that D is a
C*-subalgebra of A such that A1 D. Then D is nuclear. Furthermore, if D
is separable and A1 is AF then D is AF. In particular, if A is separable and
A1 is AF then A is AF.
Proof. For n1 let Rn : A  An be as in Theorem 3.4. Since A1 D, it
follows from (3) of Theorem 3.4 that Rn(D)D. Hence D is the inductive
limit of the liminal algebras D & An and so D is nuclear.
Suppose that D is separable and that A1 is AF. Since A1 has the exten-
sion property relative to D & An , D & An is AF by Proposition 3.3. Hence
D is AF by [19, Theorem 2.2]. K
In contrast to the final part of Theorem 3.5, the supposition that A is AF
does not imply that A1 is AF [17, Corollary 7.2.2].
We finish this section with a small contribution to the inseparable case
of the StoneWeierstrass problem for C*-algebras.
Proposition 3.6. Let A= An be a unital ultraliminary C*-algebra,
where (An)n1 is an increasing sequence of C*-subalgebras with continuous
trace and A1 has the extension property relative to A. Suppose that C is a
C*-algebra containing A and suppose that A separates P(C) _ [0]. Then
A=C.
Proof. No pure state of C annihilates A and so the identity of A is
an identity for C. Since An has the extension property relative to A
(Corollary 3.2) and A separates P(C) _ [0], it follows that An has the
extension property relative to C. By Theorem 2.2, there exists a projection
of norm one Rn : C  An (n1). A simple approximation argument shows
that &a&Rn(a)&  0 for each a # A and so A=C by [21, Theorem 3]. K
In Proposition 3.6, if A is separable then we may conclude immediately
that A=C by Sakai’s theorem [37] because A is nuclear. Inseparable
ultraliminary C*-algebras may be constructed by starting with a minimal
homeomorphism of a non-metrizable compact Hausdorff space and then
applying the construction of Blackadar and Kumjian [18, 9 1].
4. THE EXTENSION PROPERTY AND MULTIPLICITY
Suppose that B is a C*-algebra having the extension property relative to
a containing C*-algebra A. For , # P(B), let , be the unique extension in
P(A). By [22, Proposition 4.1], there is a well-defined continuous map
8: B  A such that 8(?,)=?, for , # P(B). If 0=(?:): # 4 is a net in B
then we shall write 8(0) for the net (8(?:)): # 4 in A .
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Theorem 4.1. Suppose that B is a C*-algebra having the extension
property relative to a containing C*-algebra A, and let 8: B  A be the
canonical mapping. Let , # P(B).
(i) Suppose that 0 is a net in B . Then
MU (?, , 0)MU (?, , 8(0)) and ML(?, , 0)ML(?, , 8(0)).
(ii) MU (?,)MU (?, ).
(iii) Suppose that A is liminal and that [?, ] is not open in A . Then
ML(?,)ML(?, ).
Proof. (i) Suppose that k # P and that kMU (?, , 0). By [11, Lemma
5.2(i)] there is a subnet (?:): # 4 of 0 and nets (,i, :): # 4 for i=1, ..., k such
that, for each :, [,1, : , ,2, : , ..., ,k, :] is a set of pairwise orthogonal pure
states of B associated with ?: and such that
,i, :  : , (1ik).
Since the extension map from P(B) to P(A) is weak*-continuous,
, i, :  : , (1ik).
Let : # 4 and i, j # [1, ..., k] with i{ j. Then , i, : and , j, : are both pure
states of A associated with 8(?:). Furthermore,
2=&,i, :&,j, : &&, i, :&, j, :&2,
hence the transition probability (, i, : , , j, :) =0 (see, for example, [10,
9 2]) and so , i, : and , j, : are orthogonal pure states of A associated with
8(?:). Since (8(?:)): # 4 is a subnet of 8(0), it follows from [11, Lemma
5.2(i)] that kMU (?, , 8(0)). This establishes the first inequality in (i).
By [12, Proposition 2.3], there is a subnet 1 of 8(0) such that
MU (?, , 1 )=ML(?, , 8(0)).
From the definition of a subnet [32, p. 70], we see that 1=8(00) for
some subnet 00 of 0. Then, using the first part of the proof, we have
MU (?, , 8(00))MU (?, , 00)ML(?, , 00)ML(?, , 0).
(ii) There exists a net 0 in B such that MU (?, , 0)=MU (?,) (see
[12, Proposition 2.2], but if [?,] is open then take 0 to be a net with
constant value ?,). Then it follows from (i) that
MU (?,)MU (?, , 8(0))MU (?, ).
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(iii) By [12, Propositions 2.2 and 2.3], there is a net 1 in A "[?, ],
converging to ?, , such that ML(?, )=MU (?, , 1 ). Since 8: B  A is an
open surjection (Proposition 3.3), we observe first that [?,] cannot be
open in B (so that ML(?,) exists) and second that there exists a net 0 in
B "[?,], converging to ?, , such that 8(0) is a subnet of 1. Then, using (i),
MU (?, , 1 )MU (?, , 8(0))MU (?, , 0)ML(?,),
where the final inequality follows from [12, Proposition 2.1].
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